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Timeline

Events occur towards the end of 2013 into 2014

High Court decision: 1st December 2017 (partial claimant 
win)

Court of Appeal decision: 22nd October 2018 (claimant 
win) 

Supreme Court decision: 1st April 2020 (Morrison’s win)
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The Bad Guy

Andrew Skelton is a Morrison’s auditor

He gets a warning for misconduct

Morrisons are sending payroll data for KPMG to do an 
audit - Skelton is tasked with doing it

He takes a copy without Morrison’s permission and 
uploads it to the internet
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What next?

Employees sue for damages - DPA 1998 breaches, 
misuse of private information, breach of confidence

Trial judge finds Morrisons are not responsible, but 
are vicariously liable (CoA agrees)

Morrisons appeal to the Supreme Court on that 
angle: they win (Judgement on April 1st 2020)
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The 
decision

The DP 
angle
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The Supreme Court decision is 
mainly *not* about Data Protection 

or confidentiality
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Vicarious what now?

Primary liability: you did it and should be held 
responsible

Vicarious liability: someone else did it but you’re 
responsible because of your relationship with them
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Is there a direct link between the 
incident and Skelton’s employment? 

Is it “a seamless and continuous 
sequence of events”?
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Compare / contrast

Skelton’s actions contrasted with other VL cases

General principle is clear - how close are 
Skelton’s actions to his duties as an employee?

See example of managing director assaulting an 
employee at a work’s party
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Outcome

Skelton was told to share data with KPMG

Publishing the data was separate and indeed 
designed to harm his employer

Morrison’s are not vicariously liable 
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Reject VL for DP?

Morrisons say: we complied with Principle 7

Skelton was acting as a controller in his own 
right

DPA therefore excludes VL
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Reject VL for DP?

Morrisons say: we complied with Principle 7

Skelton was acting as a controller in his own 
right

DPA therefore excludes VL

NO
PE
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DPA 1998 Principle 7: Appropriate 
technical and organisational 

measures shall be taken against 
unauthorised or unlawful 

processing of personal data and 
against accidental loss or 

destruction of, or damage to, 
personal data
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Authorised 
employee 

extracts data

Tries to email 
to Skelton but 
file is too big

Puts it on an 
encrypted(?) 

USB drive

Gives it to 
Skelton to 

download and 
takes drive back

Data sits on 
Skelton’s 

computer for a 
while

Skelton copies 
data onto his 

USB drive
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Skelton copies data onto 
his USB drive
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Take a step back and look with a critical eye

Is there a better way?

Is this the best way to do this?

Look at routine data flows, access and storage
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COMING SOON
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Contact 2040 for 
advice and training

www.2040training.co.uk
Tel: 07508341090

Email: tim@2040training.co.uk
Twitter: @tim2040

LinkedIn: Tim Turner
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